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and pupil is not to inspect the two languages so much
as to obtain a good translation. In other words, the
.attention is directed to the exactness of the rendering.
And this accomplished, the work is done. But the plan
here advocated is otherwise. The equivalent once
obtained, the real work is but begun. This consists in
an inspection of the differences. The pupil is taught
to say ( I asked why he came \ not by translating the
Urdu equivalent for this, but by carefully observing that
the little connecting word ' ki' used in Urdu has not
its corresponding ' that' in English. * That' is left out.
He then proceeds to act on his discovery. He practises
the English. Contrast for the sake of illumination. After
illumination practice. A translation exercise is a very
•different thing.
Secondly, exercises in translation the teacher chooses
on the principle of graduated difficulty. The question
he asks in choosing a passage is * Is this of about the
right standard ?' * Can my class do it with a little,
liut not a disheartening effort ? ' And he will choose a
passage of reasonable length. But for the purpose of
-contrasting usages these questions do not arise. The
passage will, of course, be short—a single sentence, for
we are instilling one idiom, one speech habit. And the
question is not one of difficulty or standard, for all we
are about is setting in contrast to one another two
sentences, of which the vernacular one is familiar, and of
which the English is selected because it is a sentence so
•common and useful in English, and yet one in which the
pupil is so apt to err, that we resort to this particular
-expedient for teaching it. So if it is our old enemy
translation back again, it is only after a radical reforma-
tion. He is now our friend.
TJie Vernacular in Teaching Grammar
A third use of the vernacular—in the teaching of
English grammar.
Here the maxim ' from the known to the unknown '
-crops up again. At present teachers of English gram-
mar often forget that the pupil has learnt some grammar
in the vernacular, and that, even if he has learnt -but

